PERSONAL WELLBEING DECLARATION
At WestWorld Tours, we are committed to the wellbeing of all our guests and staff. It is essential that, more than ever, everyone
takes a personal responsibility to help protect each other, and the people and places we visit. Together, to achieve this goal, we
have implemented the ‘WestWorld Tours Personal Wellbeing Declaration’. All staff and guests that come together to create and
experience any WestWorld Tours journey, must sign this declaration to join.

Trip Date:

Trip Name:

Name (as shown on passport):
(A) I acknowledge having been strongly advised to purchase travel insurance:
- Unexpected events can happen when travelling, including exposure to Covid-19, which can bring additional personal risks
and costs. We strongly recommend you obtain travel insurance. It is recommended that the plan cover at least the following
categories and minimum levels of coverage:
- Trip Cancellation/Interruption: Cost of trip including cost of flights.
- Medical Expense: Up to $50,000 per person.
- Emergency Evacuation/Repatriation: Up to $200,000 per person.
- Coverages should be inclusive of COVID-19 related illnesses or medically imposed quarantine.
- For some countries, it may be mandatory to require proof of travel insurance prior entry.

(B) Upon arrival of my trip, domestic or international, I will be able to present the following:
Authentic, government issued, COVID-19 vaccination certificate (electronic or paper showing; my name, date, and type of
vaccinations) with final dose given at least 15 days before the trip’s departure date.

(C) I acknowledge and understand that I will also need to comply with specific requirements
imposed by airlines and/or countries which may differ from the vaccine/testing requirements listed
above.
- It is my responsibility to comply with airline carriers’ and countries’ requirements and present valid documentation for my
flight and/or entry.
- Airline carrier’s test requirement may be different from destination(s) test requirement, and I need to comply with both.

(D) I understand that when on my trip:
- I agree to follow all signage, instructions, and directions from my Tour Director, driver and partnered suppliers.
- I agree to follow hygiene practices recommended by the World Health Organization, practice physical distancing and comply
with protocols whenever required, including the wearing of face masks, as per all applicable local government mandates and
venue regulations. If you are exempt from wearing a face mask due to a health condition, impairment, or disability you must
bring a letter or doctors certificate to show proof.
- Should I, or others in my travelling party, not comply with the outlined measures or test positive for COVID-19, I understand
that I, along with the members of my party, will not be able to continue the trip.

I pledge that the above declaration is true and correct and understand that any dishonest answers may have serious public health
implications. I also understand that should there be any changes once signed I must notify WestWorld Tours.
I acknowledge and accept that in choosing to travel with WestWorld Tours, I voluntarily assume all risks and costs related to
exposure to COVID-19.

Signature

Today’s Date

